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Nepal 1994

O

verall the news from Nepal for 1994, like the curate's egg, is a mixture of good and bad! Let's begin with the good news.

Entry Visas The price of a Nepalese visa came down on 1st July. A single
entry visa now costs $15 for up to 15 days and $25 for up to 30 days. A
double entry visa for not more than 30 days is now $40 and a multiple
entry visa is $60 for 60 days or less. Visas may be extended for $1 per day
- so there you have it, Nepal on a dollar a day. Tour and trek leaders can
get a non-tourist visa which is valid for six to twelve months.
Trekking Permits Whilst on the subject of fees and permits, a Standard
Trekking Permit to open areas costs $5 per person per week for the first
four weeks and $10 after that. For Lower Dolpo and the Kangchenjunga
region the price doubles. For Rumla the cost is $90 per week. Manaslu is
also $90 between September and November falling to $75 outside that
period. For Upper Mustang and Dolpo the fee is a staggering $700 for the
first 10 days plus $70 per day thereafter.
Trekking Peak Permits Thankfully the price for these remains stable.
The fee for up to ten climbers is $300 for the twelve highest peaks and $150
for the remaining six. The permit enables you to spend one month at or
above base camp. There is no restriction on what route you climb. You can
extend this permit for two weeks at a cost of 25% of the original fee. Additional members cost $7.50 per day.

The bad news is there has been an increase in accidents, particularly on
trekking peaks. On Pisang Peak in the Manang Rimal a large DAV group
were avalanched below the summit, resulting in the death of ten trekkers
and one Sherpa. The accident highlights the problem of poth large commercial trips and the name, or misnomer, 'trekking peaks'.
The Khumbu was much quieter this year with far fewer expeditions on
the major summits. Post-monsoon 1993 saw 80 expeditions in Nepal
whereas in Spring 1994 there were just 17.
Ama Dablam, 6852m A new and difficult route was climbed on the SE
face by a Russian expedition. Best seen from near the Khare glacier below
the Mingbo La, the face is a stunning triangle of rock and ice. It was climbed
in good style without fixed ropes during a 7-day push. The summit was
reached on the 28 April by Sergei Bogomolov, Vladimir Beshkirov, Dimitry
Botev and Sergei Golubtsov.
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Baruntse,7129m A four-man Swiss team climbed the standard S ridge
reaching the summit on 4 May. During April a Czech expedition climbed
a variation of the 1983 Dutch route on the W face of the N summit above
the Imja glacier. The Czech route appears to follow the Dutch line low
down but climbs directly through rock bands to reach the N ridge at circa
6500m. They descended the Dutch route.
Cho Oyu, 8201m An international expedition led by Mal Duff was successful via the standard West Ridge route after approaching the mountain
via the Nangpa La from Nepal to Tibet. From BC at 5000m and ABC at
5500m four further camps were established at 5900m, 6300m, 6800m and
7400m. On 8 May 1994 at 4am Mal Duff (UK), Neil Lindsey (UK), Clive
Jones (NZ), Jose Delgado (Venezuela) and Sherpa Pasang Gombu reached
the summit. The descent, which took several days, required great strength
and concentration in rapidly deteriorating weather. (laze! Nyka)
Dhaulagiri, 8167m The success of the Italian-International expedition
led by Marco Berti was marred by a fatal accident. Marco Bianchi and
Christian Kuntner of Italy summited on 25 September accompanied by
the Swiss Paul-Victor Amaudruz. Next day Raymond D Caughron (USA),
Joao Garcia (Portugal), J6zef Gozdzik (Italy) and Piotr Pustelnik (Poland)
reached the summit. During the descent they met the Swiss Robert Bachler
who gave up the attempt and descended, apparently suffering from highaltitude sickness. Some minutes later he slipped and fell to his death down
the NE face. (lazej Nyka)
Everest 'Forty-one years on' doesn't have quite the same ring and to
prove it there were only four expeditions in the Western Cwm compared
with 15 in 1993. All teams summited with 37 climbers reaching the top.
A Japanese team led by Mitsyoshi Hongou climbed the South Pillar, first
climbed by the Poles in 1980. Seven Sherpas and three members reached
the summit on 8 and 13 May.
There were three commercial expeditions. One, an American environmental expedition led by Steven Goryl, put six on top including Sherpa
Lobsang Janbu without bottled oxygen. Janbu had already summited in
1993 at the age of 20 without supplementary oxygen. This time he climbed
the mountain wearing traditional Sherpa clothing (Bakhu). Brent Bishop,
son of Barry Bishop who summited with the Americans in 1963, also
reached the top. This expedition is said to have removed two tons of rubbish from the mountain, including 200 discarded oxygen bottle~.
Another American expedition led by Tom Burleson put a total of ten on
top. Pete Athans was a member of the party; this was his fourth ascent of
the mountain.
A third American group, the 'Sagarmatha Clean Up Expedition' had a
100% success rate when all eight members and three Sherpas reached the
summit. New Zealand Guide Rob Hall joined Athans in being the only
non-Sherpas to have summited four times. In the summit party was
Norwegian adventurer and non-climber Erling Kagge. Kagge claims to be
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the first person to have reached the 'Three Poles' under his own steam,
although a South Korean has already laid claim to that one. Kagge claims,
however, that the Korean did not begin his South Pole trip at the coast.
Post-monsoon, the British Mount Everest Medical Expedition, led by
Dr Simon Currin, put two doctors, Charlie Hornsby and Roddy Kirkwood,
with Sherpas Dorje and Dawa Temba, on the summit. (See MEF Reports,

Re/. 94/1)
Ganji Kang 7038m This remote peak, close to the Tibetan border north
of Manaslu, was climbed by ajoint Japanese/Nepalese expedition. Not on
the permitted list, the fust ascent was made possible only by a joint expedition - an approach used with much success by the Japanese. The ascent,
made in October, included five members from the Nepalese police.
Langshisha Ri, 6427m The greatest single adventure in Nepal during the 1994 post-monsoon season was that of the lone Slovenian climber
Vanja FurIan who climbed the hitherto unconquered 1700m high NW face
(WNW face) ofthe Langshisha Ri (6427m) in the Langtang Himal. FurIan
set out on 7 October at 11.30am from BC at Langshisha Karki (4150m)
without a sleeping-bag but with two 50m ropes. He bivouacked on a big
serac at 5820m. The steep upper part of the face offered ice of 65°-70° with
2 sections of 80°. On 8 October at 12 noon FurIan reached the summit. He
graded the route ED, II-IV, V, 60°_80°. The descent was by the Japanese
first ascent route (1982) on the S face, where 500m were covered by abseiling. Thus he completed the first traverse of the mountain. This was Furlan's
second spectacular achievement this year: on 28 May he made the ascent
ofSiniolchu (6887m) in Sikkim. (J6zejNyka)
Lhotse A Swedish permit included several well-known names including
Viesturs, Hall and CarIos Carsolio from Mexico. Having first climbed Cho
Oyu, Carsolio flew into the Khumbu by helicopter on 7 May. On 9 May
Swedish climbers Oskar Kihlborg and Mikael Reutersward climbed the
mountain. On May 13 Carsolio climbed the W face and returned to BC
within 24 hours. This was his eighth 8000er including the five highest summits. A week after climbing Everest, Hall and Viesturs reached the summit
of Lhotse on 15 May. Climbing from Camp 4 on the Lhotse Face they
reached the summit in 3 hours.
Urkinmang 6151m A Japanese expedition led by Tamotsu Ohnishi
climbed a new route on the N face. A camp and over 2000ft of fixed rope
were used to siege the face. Five Japanese and three Sherpas reached the
summit. This delightful mountain between Dorji Lhakpa and Gangchempo
is in the Jugal Himal and towers above Tilman's Col. The mountain was
first climbed by the Japanese in 1964 from the south and there have since
been several unofficial ascents.

